
EcoSystem

ECOSYSTEM is Patcraft’s first PVC-free resilient flooring engineered for the environment and designed to perform in high  
demand applications. This collection is comprised of two visuals within three styles: Meaning, an abstract resilient tile, and  
Enrich which comes in both a wood plank and sheet design which provide soothing visuals.

All styles are derived of rapidly renewable resources like rapeseed 
and castor oil and are free of ortho-phthalate plasticizers and  
solvents. EcoSystem is Cradle to CradleCM certified, carries a  
Declare label, and has a LEED v4 contributing HPD.

Patcraft meets the Health Care Without Harm Healthy Flooring 
criteria at the Silver level as outlined in the Healthy Flooring  
Guidance document.

Flooring products described herein meet Health Care Without Harm’s Healthy Flooring criteria 

according to the manufacturer. Health Care Without Harm does not verify this information. 

BIO-BASED RESIL IENT  
T ILE ,  PLANK & SHEET

Patcraft continues to emphasize product innovation and  
material health, and is driven to use transformative ingredients 
and processes to maintain our commitment for a sustainable  
future. EcoSystem represents this passion and is a response to the 
needs expressed by customers for a non-PVC resilient product.

For additional information, contact Nick Peters.  
nick.peters@shawinc.com  |  202.315.8162

https://noharm-uscanada.org/sites/default/files/documents-files/5650/Healthy%20Flooring%20guidance%20for%20manufacturers_11-9-18_0.pdf
https://noharm-uscanada.org/sites/default/files/documents-files/5650/Healthy%20Flooring%20guidance%20for%20manufacturers_11-9-18_0.pdf


 00105 MEDITATE 00250 BREATHE

 00710 RELAX 00600 INSPIRE

 00790 ENCOURAGE 00650 RESTORE



 00510 EXCITE 00130 SOOTHE

 00560 SUPPORT 00760 COMFORT

 00580 WANDER 00590 ENLIGHTEN



 00500 RESONATE 00115 INTEGRATE

 00590 EXPERIENCE 00750 RESPOND

 00550 CONNECT 00700 REACT

 00450 ALIGN 00200 ENERGIZE

 00400 REVAMP 00300 SUSTAIN



EXOGUARD+™ 

HIGH RESOLUTION IMAGE LAYER
FIBER GLASS LAYER

BIO-BASED POLYURETHANE 
BASE LAYER 

FLEECE BACKING

Design + Inspiration
Ecosystem not only boasts a sustainable construction, but a 
unique design process as well. The abstract, multi-directional 
pattern of Meaning tile was achieved by using strings dipped 
in watercolor paints to create a visual with a soft and calming 
pattern that serves the functional purpose of hiding scratches, 
scuffs and dirt.

Enrich plank and sheet offers classic and modern wood visuals 
which create a beautiful base for many project needs and 
coordinate effortlessly with Meaning. 

The construction of EcoSystem features only necessary and simple ingredients including the use of bio-based resources which  
become harder than most other coatings in the manufacturing process providing a durable, high-performing product.

Topped with an ExoGuard+ finish, EcoSystem received the highest rating on the Martindale test meaning it will stand up against 
micro-scratching, and received high results on Medical Stain and Chemical Resistance testing per ASTM F925. It's non-porous  
construction makes it easy to maintain, including the use of a 5% bleach solution, and does not require polish.

Construction + Performance

EcoSystem
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15 Year Limited Commercial Warranty
Underbed Warranty Available

15 Year Limited Commercial Warranty
Underbed Warranty Available

15 Year Limited Commercial Warranty
Underbed Warranty Available

Healthy Flooring criteria

For additional information, 
contact Nick Peters at 
nick.peters@shawinc.com  
or 202.315.8162
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